Dangerous: All Bark and No Bite (Volume 7)

Warning: For Mature Adult Audiences.
Contain wording and actions some may
find offensive. Sexual explicit content. In
the final book of the Dangerous Series Lily
faces off with her brother, Junior Digrossi
with a plan to save the family that has been
made with some of the surviving children
of Senior Digrossi. Can she bring down the
empire of evil the two Digrossi sons have
taken over? Join the group of women and
their men as they come together to put an
end to their hiding. Lily and the group have
found one of the two remaining siblings, in
Alex. The young teen who not only finds a
family but also begins to trust that they will
always be there for him. He joins forces
with his siblings and takes a stand to help
bring down the Digrossi brothers that have
no family bond with their fathers other
children. They would just as soon see them
all dead. There are twists and turns along
the way as the groups ultimate goal is to
find the last of Senior Digrossis children
before Junior and his brother do. The one
sibling who is unable to defend itself
against the fate of being part of the
Digrossi bloodline. Will they be there in
time? Will Lily and the group win against
the evil or will they have to continue to
hide for the rest of their lives? Warning:
Menage
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